Congratulations on your purchase of the Body Glove Water Filtration Pitcher from Water, Inc., “the most technologically improved product of its kind in the world!” Providing up to 150 gallons of great-tasting filtered water, the pitcher makes water all day long where other pitchers can be used only twice a day. Streamlined and elegant looking, the Body Glove pitcher fits easily into most refrigerators. The pitcher is ideal for home use as well as camping, boating, recreational vehicles, traveling and vacationing.

The Ionic Adsorption Micro Filters used in the Body Glove Pitcher are the most laboratory tested filters ever produced. The unique proprietary blend of media used in each filter remove up to 99.8% of pollutants and contaminants found in any fresh water supply. The filters remove not only chlorine, bad taste, sediment and odor-they also remove pathogens such as Cryptosporidium, Giardia and E-Coli bacteria and other cysts and spores-Chemicals such as PCBs, herbicides, insecticides, pesticides, DDT, THMs, detergents and other organic compounds- and inorganics; heavy metals such as lead, mercury, aluminum, asbestos, cadmium, copper, anthrax and more.

PITCHER INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE:

With clean hands, remove the Body Glove Water Pitcher assembly from the outside package.

Remove the Water Pitcher; cover, reservoir and filter pack/flushing assembly from the inside of the Pitcher.

Hand wash the lid, pitcher and reservoir with warm water using a mild detergent.

Do NOT wash in a dishwasher.
Do NOT wash the filter pack.

IT IS NECESSARY TO FLUSH THE FILTER PACK BEFORE USE

There is a black rubber bulb (A) attached to a red flushing lid (B) attached to the top of the filter pack (C). This is called the filter pack flushing assembly. The red lid should be hand tightened on top of the filter pack. Do NOT over tighten. Please see Diagram 1.

Attach the filter pack/flushing assembly (C) to a water faucet. Please see Diagram 2. It might be necessary to hold the rubber bulb with one hand and use the other hand to open the water faucet valve.

Do NOT use hot water, as it will soften the rubber bulb, and it might detach itself from the faucet.

Only a light water flow is necessary to flush the filter pack. Open the water faucet slowly.

Flush the filter pack with water for 2 minutes.
Turn off the water and detach the flushing assembly from the faucet.

Unscrew the red flushing lid from the filter pack. Save the flushing assembly to re-flush the filter if the unit has been stored for a long period of time (90-days or longer).

Make sure that the gasket (D) is in place on top of the filter pack (C). Insert and attach the filter pack to the bottom of the reservoir (E) and tighten until firmly sealed. Do NOT over tighten! Please see Diagram 3.

Insert the reservoir into the pitcher and replace the cover. The Water Pitcher is now ready for use.

DURING USE:

Fill the reservoir with water. Capacity is about one-half gallon.

Now you can enjoy great tasting water for up to 150 gallons! You can continue to refill the pitcher as quickly as you use the water.

The filter lasts for approximately six months depending upon water usage and water quality. Usage in very hard water or water contaminated with heavy minerals will shorten the life of the filter. You might notice a change in the taste of the water and/or a restricted flow of water when it is time to change the filter.
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FILTER CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS
To change the filter pack, simply unscrew it from the water reservoir, and insert a new pack following the same instructions as found in “pitcher instructions before use.”

PITCHER STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE:
When the pitcher will not be used for an extended period of time (90-days or longer), flush the filter pack by adding one tablespoon of chlorinated bleach to about one-half gallon of water, which is the capacity of the top reservoir.

Remove the reservoir and filter pack assembly, and place on a paper towel to dry. Re-assemble and stow until ready for re-use. It is recommended to periodically clean the pitcher reservoir with mild detergent.

For any service related questions, contact Water, Inc. at 1-800-322-WATER (9283), extensions 115 or 132. To locate a dealer who carries replacement filters or to purchase online, please visit www.waterinc.com.